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Primordial power spetrum from WMAP
Arman Shaeloo and Tarun Souradeep
Inter-University Centre for Astronomy and Astrophysis,
Post Bag 4, Ganeshkhind, Pune 411 007, India.
The observed angular power spetrum of the osmi mirowave bakground temperature
anisotropy, Cl, is a onvolution of a osmologial radiative transport kernel with an assumed pri-
mordial power spetrum of inhomogeneities. Exquisite measurements of Cl over a wide range of
multipoles from the Wilkinson Mirowave Anisotropy Probe (WMAP) has opened up the possibil-
ity to deonvolve the primordial power spetrum for a given set of osmologial parameters (base
model). We implement an improved (error sensitive) Rihardson-Luy deonvolution algorithm on
the measured angular power spetrum from WMAP assuming the onordane osmologial model.
The most prominent feature of the reovered P (k) is a sharp, infra-red ut o on the horizon sale.
The resultant Cl spetrum using the reovered spetrum has a likelihood far better than a sale
invariant, or, `best t' sale free spetra (∆ lnL ≈ 25 w.r.t. Harrison Zeldovih, and, ∆ lnL ≈ 11
w.r.t. power law with ns = 0.95). The reovered P (k) has a loalized exess just above the ut-o
whih leads to great improvement of likelihood over the simple monotoni forms of model infra-red
ut-o spetra onsidered in the post WMAP literature. The reovered P (k), in partiular, the
form of infra-red ut-o is robust to small hanges in the osmologial parameters. We show that
remarkably similar form of infra-red uto is known to arise in very reasonable extensions and re-
nements of the preditions from simple inationary senarios. Our method an be extended to
other osmologial observations suh as the measured matter power spetrum and, in partiular,
the muh awaited polarization spetrum from WMAP.
PACS numbers: 98.80.Es, 98.70.V
I. INTRODUCTION
Inreasingly aurate measurements of the anisotropy in the temperature of the osmi mi-
rowave bakground (CMB) has ushered in an era of preision osmology. A golden deade of
CMB anisotropy measurements by numerous experiments was topped by the results from the rst
year of data obtained by the Wilkinson Mirowave Anisotropy Probe (WMAP) [1℄. Under simple
hypotheses for the spetrum of primordial perturbations, exquisite estimates of the osmologi-
al parameters have been obtained from the angular power spetrum measurement by WMAP
ombined with other osmologial observations [2℄. Although the assumed, sale free (with mild
deviations), initial power spetra may be a generi predition of the simplest senarios of gener-
ation of perturbations during ination, initial spetra with radial deviations are known to arise
from very reasonable extensions, or, renements to the simplest senarios [3, 4, 5℄. Consequently,
osmologial parameter estimation from the CMB anisotropy and the matter power spetrum ob-
tained from redshift surveys, weak gravitational lensing and Ly-α absorption, depends sensitively
on the dimensionality, nature and freedom in the parameter spae of initial onditions [6℄.
The angular power spetrum, Cl, is a onvolution of the initial power spetrum P (k) generated
in the early universe with a radiative transport kernel, G(l, k), that is determined by the urrent
values of the osmologial parameters. The remarkably preise observations of the angular power
spetrum Cl by WMAP, and the onordane of osmologial parameters measured from dierent
osmologial observations opens up the avenue to diretly reover the initial power spetrum of
the density perturbation from the observations. The Rihardson-Luy (RL) method deonvolution
was shown to be a promising and powerful method to measure the power spetrum of initial
perturbations from the CMB angular power spetrum [7℄. In this paper, we apply the method
to the CMB anisotropy spetrum measured by WMAP. We have also devised and implemented
an improvement to the RL sheme, whereby the iterative deonvolution algorithm is designed to
onverge and math the measurements only within the given error-bars.
The diret numerial deonvolution has lear advantages over the other prevalent approah of
obtaining the most likely parameter values for a parametri model primordial spetra [52℄. First,
as emerges from our work, the diret method an reveal features that are not antiipated by the
parametri model spetra, hene would be ompletely missed out in the latter approah. Seond, in
the absene of an aepted early universe senario (more narrowly, a favored model of ination), it is
diult to a priori set up and justify the hosen spae of initial onditions. The omplex ovarianes
2between the osmologial and the initial parameters are sensitive to the parameterization of the
spae of initial spetra adopted. Eorts along these lines are further obsured by issues suh
as the appliability of the Oam's razor to dissuade extension of the parameter spae of initial
onditions. Suh deliberations have been reently framed in the more quantitative language of
Bayesian evidene to evaluate and selet between possible parameterizations [13℄. However, this
approah annot really point to a preferred parameterization. Whereas, in the diret approah we
an evade the issue of appropriate parameterization of the initial power spetrum. For a given set
of osmologial parameters, our method obtains the primordial power spetrum that `maximizes'
the likelihood. Hene, the spae of parameters remains that of the (more widely aepted and
agreed up on) osmologial parameters alone. In priniple, it is possible to explore the entire spae
of osmologial parameters along the lines being done routinely, and instead of simply omputing
the likelihood for a given model initial power spetrum, one obtains the initial power spetrum
that maximizes the likelihood at that point and assigns that likelihood to that point in the spae of
osmologial parameters [53℄. However, in this paper we limit ourselves to obtaining the primordial
spetrum for a few given sets of `best t' osmologial parameters and showing that reovered P (k)
is robust to small loal variations in the osmologial parameters. We defer the wide exploration
of the osmologial parameter spae to future work.
In setion II, we desribe the problem and present the deonvolution method, details of its
implementation and tests of reovering known primordial spetra from syntheti angular power
spetrum data. The reovered spetrum from WMAP data using our method is desribed in
setion III. The reovered primordial spetrum has statistially signiant features that are robust
to the variations in the osmologial parameters. In setion IV, the reovered spetrum is shown
to be tantalizingly similar to some forms of broken sale invariant spetra known to arise from
reasonable variations of the simplest inationary senario.
II. METHOD
A. Integral equation for CMB anisotropy
In this subsetion we reall the integral equation for the angular power spetrum of CMB
anisotropy and set up the inverse problem that we solve using a deonvolution method. The
observed CMB anisotropy ∆T (n) is one realization of a random eld on the surfae of a sphere
and an be expressed in terms of the random variates alm that are the oeients of a Spherial
Harmoni expansion given by
∆T (n) =
∞∑
l=2
m=l∑
m=−l
alm Ylm(n) (2.1)
where Ylm(n) are the Spherial Harmoni funtions. For an underlying isotropi, Gaussian statis-
tis, the angular power spetrum, Cl dened through
〈alma
∗
l′m′〉 = Clδll′δmm′ , (2.2)
ompletely haraterizes the CMB anisotropy.
In a at universe the temperature utuation in the CMB photons at the loation x at the
present onformal time η0 propagating in a diretion n is
∆(n) ≡ ∆(x0,n, η0) =
∫
d3k eik·x∆(k,n, η0). (2.3)
For globally isotropi osmology, the temperature utuation ∆(k,n, η0) ≡ ∆(k · n, η0) an be
expanded in terms of Legendre polynomials leading to
∆T (x,n, η0) =
∫
d3k eik·x
∞∑
l=0
(−i)l (2l + 1)∆l(k, η0)Pl(k · n) . (2.4)
3The angular power spetrum Cl given by the oeients of Legendre expansion is then expressed
as
Cl = (4π)
2
∫
dk
k
P (k) |∆Tl(k, η0)|
2
(2.5)
where P (k), the power spetrum of the primordial (salar) metri initial perturbation ψprim, is
given by
〈ψprim(k)ψ
∗
prim(k
′)〉 =
P (k)
k3
δ(k− k′) (2.6)
beause the k spae modes are unorrelated in a homogeneous spae. The spetrum P (k) represents
the r.m.s. power in the salar metri perturbations per logarithmi interval dk/k at a wavenumber
k. It is related to power spetrum of the primordial modes of density perturbations, δk, as P (k) ∝
|δk|
2/k. For the onventional sale free parameterization, the spetral index ns is dened through
|δk|
2 = Akns . The power spetrum P (k) is a onstant for the sale invariant Harrison-Zeldovih
spetrum (orresponds to ns = 1).
The harmonis of the temperature utuations at the urrent epoh, ∆Tl(k, η0), is obtained from
the solution to the Boltzmann equation for the CMB photon distribution. In this paper we use
∆Tl(k, η0) omputed by the CMBfast software [14℄. Numerially, a suitably disretized spae of
wave-numbers, ki is used where the following disrete version of integral eq. (2.5) is appliable
Cl =
∑
i
G(l, ki)P (ki)
G(l, ki) =
∆ki
ki
|∆Tl(ki, η0)|
2 . (2.7)
In the above equation, the `target' angular power spetrum, Cl ≡ C
D
l , is the data given by obser-
vations, and the radiative transport kernel, G(l, k) is xed by the osmologial parameters of the
`base' model. (The kernel G(l, k) also inludes the eet of geometrial projetion from the three
dimensional wavenumber, k, to the harmoni multipole, l on the two dimensional sphere.) For a
given G(l, k), obtaining the primordial power spetrum, P (k) from the measured Cl is learly a
deonvolution problem. An important feature of our problem is that CDl , G(l, k) and P (k) are all
positive denite. However, to get reliable results from the deonvolution, we require high signal
to noise measurements of CDl over a large range of multipoles with good resolution in multipole,
preferably, from a single experiment to avoid the unertainties of relative alibration [54℄.
Ideally, it will be best to measure eah CDl independently. In pratie, inomplete sky overage
and other eets limit the resolution in multipole spae. All experiments provide band power
estimates, C¯b(leff) =
∑
lW
(b)
l Cl whih are averaged linear ombinations of the underlying Cl.
Sine eq. (2.7) is linear, a similar equation holds for all the band powers with a kernel, G¯(leff , ki) =∑
lW
(b)
l G(l, ki). For simpliity and brevity of notation, we retain the notation C
D
l and G(l, k)
for band power estimates with l denoting the bin enter. We also impliitly assume a disrete
wavenumber k instead of arrying the lumsy notation, ki.
As mentioned in more detail in setion III A, the CMB angular power spetrum from WMAP
ranges from the quadrupole, l = 2 to 900. Moreover, the `full sky' overage of WMAP implies
good resolution in multipole spae. We use WMAP TT (temperature-temperature) binned power
spetrum as CDl in eq. (2.7). We use CMBfast software to ompute the the G(l, k) matrix for the
post-WMAP `best t' osmologial parameters. We emphasize that although the P (k) is reovered
using binned data, the signiane (performane) of the reovered spetrum is evaluated using
the WMAP likelihood of entire unbinned Cl properly aounting for ovarianes. The likelihood
is omputed using the numerial ode, data and its error ovariane provided by the WMAP
ollaboration with the release of the rst year data.
In this work we limit our attention to the angular spetrum of the temperature anisotropy, CTTl .
Inluding the polarization of CMB photons, equations similar to eq. (2.5) an be also written for
the three additional angular power spetra, CTEl , C
EE
l and C
BB
l involving their orresponding
4kernels. It will ertainly be interesting to inlude these when more omplete polarization data is
available in the future. At present, only the CTEl spetrum has been published by the WMAP
team whih is not positive denite and hene, not ideally suited for our method. However, one
CEEl data is made available, our method an readily aommodate both C
TE
l and C
EE
l together
sine ombinations suh as CTTl ± 2C
TE
l + C
EE
l are positive denite.
B. Deonvolution method
The Rihardson-Luy (RL) algorithm was developed and is widely used in the ontext of image
reonstrution in astronomy [16, 17℄. However, the method has also been suessfully used in
osmology, to deprojet the 3-D orrelation funtion and power spetrum from the measured 2-D
angular orrelation and 2-D power spetrum [18, 19℄. We employ an improved RL method to solve
the inverse problem for P (k) in eq. (2.7). The advantage of RL method is that positivity of the
reovered P (k) is automatially ensured, given G(l, k) is positive denite and Cl's are positive.
The RL method is readily derived from elementary probability theory on distributions [16℄. To
make this onnetion, we onsider normalized quantities [55℄
∑
l
C˜l = 1;
∑
k
P˜ (k) = 1;
∑
l
G˜(l, k) = 1 . (2.8)
This allows us to view the funtions, P (k) and Cl as one dimensional distributions, and G(l, k)
as a onditional probability distribution. Further, for onveniene (not neessity) of writing an
innitesimal measure dl we view l to be ontinuous. The integrand in the integral eq. (2.5) suggests
dening two other probability distributions Q(l, k) and L(l, k), suh that
G(l, k)P (k) dldk = Q(l, k) dldk = L(k, l)Cl dldk (2.9)
Dividing the both side of eq. (2.9) by Cl dldk we obtain
L(k, l) =
P (k)
Cl
G(l, k) . (2.10)
The normalization onditions imply
P (k) =
∫
Q(l, k) dl =
∫
Cl L(k, l)dl , (2.11)
whih in the disrete l spae reads
P (k) =
∑
l
Q(l, k) =
∑
l
L(k, l)Cl . (2.12)
The RL method iteratively solves the eqs. (2.10) and (2.12). Starting from an initial guess
P (0)(k), L is obtained using eq. (2.10) as the rst step. The seond step is to obtain a revised
P (1)(k) using eq. (2.12). These two steps are repeated iteratively with the P (i)(k) obtained after
iteration i feeding into the iteration i + 1. In priniple, the nal answer ould depend on the
initial guess but in pratie, for a large variety of problems, RL is known leads to the orret
answer even a rude estimation of the initial guess. In partiular, for our problem the RL rapidly
onverges to the same solution P (k) independent of the initial guess P (0)(k). This is demonstrated
in Appendix A 1.
The iterative method an be neatly enoded into a simple reurrene relation. The power spe-
trum P (i+1)(k) reovered after iteration (i+ 1) is given by
P (i+1)(k)− P (i)(k) = P (i)(k)
∑
l
G(l, k)
CDl − C
(i)
l
C
(i)
l
(2.13)
5where CDl is the measured data (target) and C
(i)
l is the angular power spetrum at i
th
iteration
obtained from eq. (2.7) using the reovered power spetrum P (i)(k). Eq. (2.13) with eq. (2.7) for
obtaining C
(i)
l from P
(i)(k) ompletely summarizes the standard RL method.
Due to noise and sample variane, the data CDl is measured within some non-zero error bars σl.
The standard RL method does not inorporate the error information at all. Consequently, a well
known drawbak of the standard RL method is that at large iterations the method starts tting
features from the noise. Modied forms of RL that address this issue have been proposed (e.g.,
see damped RL method in [20℄). In our problem, this problem manifests itself as very non-smooth
deonvolved spetrum P (k) that has poor likelihood with the full WMAP spetrum data. We
devise a novel method to make the RL method sensitive to the error σl by modifying eq. (2.13) to
P (i+1)(k)− P (i)(k) = P (i)(k)
∑
l
G(l, k)
Cl − C
(i)
l
C
(i)
l
tanh2
[
(CDl − C
(i)
l )
2
σl2
]
. (2.14)
The idea is to employ a `onvergene' funtion to progressively weigh down the ontribution to the
orretion P (i+1) − P (i) from a multipole bin where C
(i)
l is lose C
D
l within the error bar σl. This
innovation signiantly improves the WMAP likelihood of the deonvolved spetrum. For ertain
G(l, k), the improvement is so dramati that using IRL beomes very ruial to suessful reovery
of the spetrum (see III C). The nal results are not sensitive to the exat funtional form of the
onvergene funtion. The hoie given in eq. (2.14) works well but is not unique in any sense.
At every iteration of the IRL sheme, we ompute the χ2 of the C
(i)
l with respet to the binned
data CDl . We have found that the IRL iterations (as well as the RL) marh almost monotonially
toward improved (smaller) χ2. We halt the iterations when the χ2 does not hange appreiably in
subsequent iterations of IRL.
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FIG. 1: The urves are G¯(l, k) versus wavenumber k used in our work. G¯(l, k) is averaged over G(l, k)
within multipole bins used by WMAP. The two vertial lines roughly enlose the region of k-spae strongly
probed by the kernel where the primordial spetrum an be expeted to be reovered reliably. The k-spae
sampling used is indiated by the line of `+' symbols at the top of the plot.
C. Post proessing the deonvolved spetrum
The deonvolution algorithm produes a `raw' P (k) that has to be proessed further. The raw
deonvolved spetrum has spurious osillations and features arising largely out of the k spae
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FIG. 2: Eah of the three rows in the panel of gures illustrates the reovery the primordial power for a test
ase using Cl arising from a known non-sale invariant primordial spetrum. The rst olumn ompares the
raw deonvolved spetrum with the input spetrum. Note the similar artifats in the all the raw spetra at
the low and high k end disussed in the text. The feature is outside the range of G(l, k) and is ompletely
missed in the third ase. The seond, olumn is the dierened spetrum obtained by dividing out by
a raw referene spetrum. The dierened spetrum resembles the input spetrum (top two ases) with
small osillations. The third olumn shows that the nal reovered spetrum obtained by smoothing the
dierened spetrum mathed the input spetrum very well.
sampling and binning in l spae. These numerial artifats are ommon to all reovered spetra
reovered with same G(l, k). Fig. 1 shows the plot of the binned kernel G(l, k) for the l-spae bins
used by WMAP [21, 22℄. The wavenumbers are saled by horizon sale, kh = 2π/(η0 − ηrec). The
sampling of k spae used here is also indiated in the gure. We nd that removing these artifats
and smoothing the resultant spetrum improves the WMAP likelihood of the orresponding Cl.
We illustrate the steps of removing the numerial artefats and smoothing with test ase exam-
ples of syntheti Cl from known test primordial spetrum. The rst olumn of Fig. 2 shows the
`raw' spetrum obtained. A omparison with the known spetra shows similar numerial noise and
artefats in all the ases, espeially, the rise at very low and very high wave numbers. As shown
in appendix A 3, the main artifats at the low and high k ends an be understood and modeled
analytially. However we nd it easier to remove them onstruting a numerially generated tem-
plate referene spetrum that also takes are of small features whih appear due to hanges in
the k spaing. To remove these numerial artifats, we generate a syntheti Cl using a Harrison-
Zeldovih spetrum and then apply the deonvolution method to reover a `referene' spetrum
Pref(k). We divide every `raw' spetrum by Pref(k) to obtain a `dierened' spetrum that does
not have numerial artifats as seen in middle olumn (di.) of Fig 2.
7The dierene spetra are a noisy version of the test spetra. Hene, the exerise with the test
spetra suggests that the dierened spetrum needs to be `suitably' smoothed to reover the true
power spetrum. A simple smoothing proedure with simple xed width window funtion leads to
a satisfatory reovery of the test spetrum. (A `Bowler hat' window onstruted with hyperboli
tangent funtions is used for smoothing.)
The last olumn in Fig 2 shows the remarkably suessful reovery of the test spetra in the top
two ase. As expeted, the P (k) is reovered best in the k spae (within the vertial lines in bottom
row of Fig 2) where the kernel G(l, k) is signiant (marked by the vertial lines in Fig. 1 and 2).
In the bottom row, the feature in the test spetrum is outside the range of the kernel G(l, k), and,
as expeted, the reovery proess misses it ompletely. For the top row, if we ignore the region
where there is no power for G(l, k) the reovered spetrum is well mathed with the test spetrum.
The math may be further improved by using more elaborate, adaptive smoothing proedure.
For appliation to real data, the phrase `suitable smoothing proedure' may appear ambiguous.
But the smoothing is in fat very well dened for real data by demanding that the smoothed P (k)
produes a theoretial Cl that has higher likelihood given the data. We nd that this approah
works extremely well. The deonvolution algorithm uses the binned Cl data, hene the theoretial
Cl orresponding to the reovered P (k) ts the binned data very well. However, the WMAP
likelihood of the theoretial Cl suers owing to spurious osillations in the dierened spetra.
The WMAP likelihood improves as the dierened spetra, Pdiff(k) is smoothed. We smooth the
dierened spetrum so that WMAP likelihood of the orresponding theoretial Cl is maximized.
Although it is diult to establish that the nal result is the unique solution with maximum
likelihood, in pratie, our simple sheme does lead to a well dened result (no distint degenerate
solutions were found). Sine our smoothing proedure is simple minded, possible avenues for
improvement with more elaborate smoothing proedure remain open. Work is in progress to
employ wavelet deomposition for the smoothing proedure.
III. APPLICATION TO THE WMAP CMB ANISOTROPY SPECTRUM
We apply the method desribed in the previous setion to the angular power spetrum obtained
with the rst year of WMAP data publily released in February 2003 [1℄ to reover the primordial
power spetrum. In setion III A, the publily available WMAP data and how it is used in our work
is disussed. We also desribe the hoie of the `base' osmologial model. The reovered primordial
power spetrum for this model is presented in setion III B. The next setion III C presents the
eet of varying the osmologial parameters (within 1 σ error bars) on the reovered primordial
power spetrum. We also present the primordial spetrum for a set of osmologial models with
large optial depths (τ = 0.1, 0.17, 0.25) orresponding to possible the early reionization senarios
suggested by the WMAP temperature-polarization (TE) ross-spetrum.
A. WMAP anisotropy data and the osmologial model
Aurate measurements of the angular power spetrum of CMB anisotropy was derived from the
rst year WMAP data reently [21℄. The spetrum obtained by averaging over 28 ross-hannel
power measurements is essentially independent of the noise properties of individual radiometers.
The power at eah multipole ranging from l = 20 to 900 was estimated together with the ovari-
ane [56℄. The instrumental errors are smaller than the osmi variane up to l ∼ 350, and the
signal to noise per mode is above unity up to l ∼ 650.
The angular power spetrum estimate and ovariane matrix are publily available at the
LAMBDA data arhive [57℄. The WMAP team has also made available a suite of F90 odes
that omputes the likelihood for a given theoretial Cl spetrum given the full angular power spe-
trum inluded the ovariane measured by WMAP. We use the TT likelihood ode for omputing
the likelihood of Cl obtained from the reovered power spetrum and refer to these numbers as the
`WMAP likelihood' in the paper.
In addition, the WMAP team has also obtained a binned angular power spetrum where an
average Cl is dened over bins in multipole spae. The binned Cl estimates an be treated as
independent data points sine the ovariane between binned estimates is negligible. We use this
8binned spetrum as CDl in the deonvolution of eq. (2.7). (We are aware of but do not onsider the
revised estimates of the low multipoles made by other authors after the WMAP results [23, 24℄)
The variane of Cl measurements is given by
σ2l =
2
(2l + 1)fsky
[
CTl + σ
2
N̟
2
pB
−2
l
]2
, (3.1)
where σN is the noise per pixel, ̟p the angular pixel size, fsky is the fration of sky overed and
Bl is the transform of the experimental beam [25℄. It is important to note that ontribution to
the error from osmi variane is proportional to the underlying theoretial/true CTl spetrum.
To obtain the total error bars σl used in the IRL deonvolution eq. (2.14), we should add the
osmi variane for the theoretial C
(i)
l to the the statistial error bars given with the binned data.
However, C
(i)
l rapidly iterates to C
D
l within the error bars in the IRL method and the simpler
option of using CDl instead C
(i)
l for omputing the osmi variane works equally well sine σl in
eq. (2.14) simply regulates the onvergene of IRL [58℄.
We onsider a at Λ-CDM universe, with Hubble onstant, H0 = 71 km.s
−1/Mpc., Baryon
density, Ωb h
2
0 = 0.0224, a osmologial onstant orresponding to ΩΛ = 0.73, with the remaining
balane of matter to ritial density in old dark matter. This is the `onordane' osmologial
model suggested by the WMAP parameter estimation. While we mainly fous attention on a
osmologial model without early reionization (optial depth to reionization, τ = 0) we do present
in setion III C the reovered primordial spetra for models with early reionization with opaity
going up to τ = 0.25. The ase for a large optial depth τ omes from the temperature-polarization
ross orrelation. For simpliity, we limit ourselves to the temperature anisotropy spetrum and
avoid undue attention to the osmology suggested by the yet inomplete polarization data. The
polarization spetrum is expeted to be announed by WMAP soon. It is then easy to extend our
method to inlude both the temperature and polarization anisotropy spetra.
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FIG. 3: The three stages leading to the nal reovered spetrum for a base osmologial model (τ = 0.0,
h = 0.71, Ωb h
2 = 0.0224 and ΩΛ = 0.73) is shown. The lower dashed line is the raw deonvolved power.
The upper dashed line is the dierened spetrum obtained by dividing out by the referene spetrum
shown as a dotted line. The solid line is the nal result after smoothing that gives the best likelihood.
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FIG. 4: The reovered Cl orresponding to the raw P (k) are shown in the upper row and that orresponding
to the nal smoothed P (k) spetrum are shown in the lower row. The left panels show the full range of
multipole, while the right hand panels zoom into the low multipoles. The Cl's from the raw as well as
nal P (k) t the binned CDl well (χ
2
∼ 10 and χ2 ∼ 20, respetively for 38 points). However, the jagged
form of the Cl between the l bins (apparent in the low multipoles on the right) leads to poor WMAP
likelihood for the Cl from the raw P (k). The dierening and smoothing proedure irons out the jagged
Cl dramatially improving the WMAP likelihood for the nal smoothed P (k). The WMAP likelihood is
more relevant sine it inorporates the estimation of eah Cl and the full error ovariane.
B. Primordial power spetrum from WMAP
We apply the method desribed in the previous setion to the WMAP data. Fig. 3 shows the raw
deonvolved spetrum, the referene spetrum, the dierened spetrum and the nal reovered
spetrum after smoothing obtained at eah step of our method outlined in setion II.
We disuss the advantage of using improved Rihardson-Luy (IRL) in appendix A 2. The eet
of IRL method is also evident in Fig. 4. The Cl from the reovered P (k) mathes the binned C
D
l
only within the error-bars. The Cl spetrum orresponding to the dierened and smoothed P (k)
is shown in Fig. 4. Although, the former has better χ2 for the binned data, the WMAP likelihood
of the latter is muh better. The poor likelihood of the dierened spetrum arises beause there
is no hek on utuations in Cl at intermediate multipoles between the bin enters arising from
the spurious numerial eets of k-spae and l-spae sampling. Better WMAP likelihood is more
relevant than good χ2 for the binned data sine the former inorporates the estimation of eah
Cl and the full error ovariane. Thus the smoothing step our method is arried out with a well
dened goal of maximizing the WMAP likelihood.
The primordial spetra reovered from WMAP data is again shown in Fig. 5. The dark solid line
is the primordial spetrum that has the best WMAP log-likelihood of ln L = −478.20 for the base
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FIG. 5: The nal reovered spetrum for the base osmologial model (τ = 0.0, h = 0.71, Ωb h
2 = 0.0224
and ΩΛ = 0.73) is ompared with set of P (k) with WMAP likelihood within ∼ 2 σ. The thik line gives
the best likelihood equal to −478.2 and the other lines gives the likelihood bigger than −480. We an see
that the sharp infra-red ut o is ommon to all these reovered spetra. The infra-red uto is remarkably
lose to the horizon sale and appears to be a robust feature. Another signiant and robust feature is the
bump just above the ut-o (reminisent of the osillation from under-damped transient). The dierene
between these spetra are in the smoothing and removing the noises from the raw deonvolved spetrum.
osmologial model desribed in the previous setion. The other lines have likelihood ln L > −480,
i.e., roughly within 2 σ of the best one. For omparison, the same osmologial model with a
sale invariant (Harrison-Zeldovih) primordial spetrum has ln L = −503.6, and, with a tilted
sale free primordial spetrum n = 0.95, the likelihood improves to ln L = −489.3. (A omparison
of likelihood numbers for various primordial spetra is given in Table I.) The improvement in
likelihood for the reovered spetra is striking.
The most prominent feature of the reovered spetrum is the infra-red uto in the power
spetrum remarkably lose to the horizon sale (kc ∼ kh ≡ 2π/η0) hiey in response to the low
quadrupole measured by WMAP. Another notable point is the slight tilt (n ∼ 0.95) of the plateau
in the reovered spetrum at large k whih is onsistent with the best t n obtained by WMAP
for power law primordial spetra. After the WMAP results, model power spetra with infra-red
utos of the form
P (k) = As k
1−ns
[
1− e−(k/k∗)
α
]
(3.2)
invoked to explain the suppressed low multipoles of WMAP have had limited suess [26, 27℄.
While the eetive χ2eff ≡ −2 lnL improved by at least 22 over a power law model, the model infra-
red uto eq. (3.2) ould improve the χ2eff merely by ∼ 3 [27℄. Figure 6 ompares the reovered
spetrum with these model infra-red spetra. The power law spetrum shown in the gure also
highlights the small tilt (n ∼ 0.95) reovered by our method.
C. Dependene on the osmologial parameters
The primordial spetrum is reovered for a set of `best t' osmologial parameters dening the
`base' model. We have varied eah osmologial parameter by the quoted 1 σ error-bars of the
WMAP estimates [2℄. Figure 7 shows the dependene of the reovered power spetrum on small
hanges to osmologial parameters varied one at a time keeping the others xed at their entral
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FIG. 6: Comparison between our reovered P (k) and exponential form of infra-red ut o reently studied
to explain the suppressed quadrupole of WMAP angular power spetrum [26, 27℄. We note that the infra-
red ut-o of the reovered spetrum is very steep. The power exess just above the uto in the reovered
is extremely signiant in the remarkably enhaned likelihood. The power spetrum (n = 0.95) shows that
our method does reover the preferred tilt obtained by WMAP team parameter estimation with power law
spetrum [2℄.
value. We nd that reovered spetrum is insensitive to variations Hubble onstant, H0, modulo an
overall shift due to the hange in the horizon size, η0. The WMAP likelihood of the orresponding
Cl are lnL = −477.79 and −478.83 at h0 = 0.68 and 0.75, respetively. The variation of Baryon
density around its middle value ΩB = 0.044 yields almost idential primordial power spetra with
a minor hange in likelihood  lnL = −477.97 and −478.53 for ΩB = 0.040 and ΩB = 0.048,
respetively. The variation of ΩΛ (or equivalently, Ωm, for at models) modulo a shift due to
hange in η0, aets only the amplitude of the infra-red ut-o. The WMAP likelihood of the
orresponding Cl are lnL = −478.93 and −478.25 for ΩΛ = 0.69 and ΩΛ = 0.77, respetively.
We note that the likelihood at the entral values are not neessarily the best. This suggests that,
as disussed in the introdution, one should explore the entire spae of osmologial parameters
and ompute the likelihood after optimizing with `best' reovered primordial spetrum. Suh an
analysis is ertainly possible, but has large demands on omputational resoures. Hene, we defer
it to a future publiation.
Finally, we also onsider the eet of a osmologial model with signiant optial depth to
reionization, τ = 0.17, suh as suggested by the angular power spetrum of the temperature-
polarization (TE) ross orrelation from WMAP [28℄. It has been pointed out that the estimated τ
inreases when the primordial spetrum has an infra-red ut-o. We ompute the primordial power
spetrum for base osmologial models with τ = 0.10, 0.17, 0.25. The standard RL deonvolution
performs poorly for these models, and, the improved RL method was ruial for these models.
Fig. 8 ompares the reovered primordial spetra for early reionization models whih all show an
infra-red uto at the horizon sale [59℄.
IV. THEORETICAL IMPLICATIONS OF THE RECOVERED SPECTRA
The diret reovery of the primordial power spetrum has revealed an infra-red uto of a very
spei form. Model spetra with monotoni infra-red uto suh as that in eq. (3.2) do not
improve the WMAP likelihood signiantly. While, to math the low value of the quadrupole, a
very sharp ut-o (suh as α ∼ 10, see g 6) is required, suh a steep monotoni ut-o tends to
pull down the power in the next few higher multipoles above the quadrupole and otopole as well.
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FIG. 7: The panel of gures shows the robustness of the reovered P (k) for variations in the osmologial
parameters. Eah parameter is varied within the 1 σ range indiated by theWMAP parameter estimates [2℄.
In Fig. (a), the Hubble onstant h0 = 0.68, h0 = 0.71 and h0 = 0.75 in the three urves. In Fig (b) the
values of vauum density ΩΛ = 0.69, ΩΛ = 0.73 and ΩΛ = 0.77 in the three urves. In g. (), the
Baryoni density ΩB = 0.040, ΩB = 0.044 and ΩB = 0.048 in the three urves. The g. (d) ombines all
the distint urves in other gures to give a onsolidated perspetive on the dependene of the reovered
spetrum on osmologial parameters. Note that the x-axis is the wavenumber is saled in units of the
kh = 2pi/η0 whih redues the satter onsiderably in the urves for variations in H0 and ΩΛ.
Our reovered spetrum has a ompensating exess whih allows a steep ut-o to math the low
quadrupole and otopole without suppressing the higher multipoles. Naively, one would think that
a designer infra-red uto would `ost' in the language of Bayesian evidene due to the introdution
of extra parameters. That is is not neessarily so. An infra-red ut-o of the form we reover does
not neessarily have more parameters than an infra-red ut-o of the form in eq. (3.2). Moreover,
it is striking that the loation of the ut-o is lose to a well known sale  the horizon sale.
In this setion we show that infra-red ut-o of the form we reover arises from very simple
senarios in ination. We expliitly mention two of them. Starobinsky [4℄ has shown that a kink
(sharp hange in the slope) in the inaton potential an modulate the underlying primordial power
spetrum Po(k) with a step like feature at a wavenumber kc
P (k) = Po(k)D(k, kc, r)
= As k
1−ns [1− 3(r − 1)
1
y
((1 −
1
y2
) sin 2y +
2
y
cos 2y)
+
9
2
(r − 1)2
1
y2
((1 +
1
y2
) cos 2y −
2
y
sin 2y)] (4.1)
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FIG. 8: The reovered P (k) for dierent values of optial depth (τ = 0.00, 0.10, 0.17 and 0.25). The width
of smoothing used is dierent for dierent ases. This is the main ause of the small shift in the loation
of the infra-red uto.
where we assume a power law Po(k) = As k
1−ns
, y = k/kc and r is the ratio of the slope dV/dφ
before and after kink in the inaton potential. The power spetrum P (k) in eq. (4.1) has a step
up (going to larger k ) for r < 1 and a step down feature for r > 1. An infra-red ut o is
reated with r < 1. Fig. 9 shows a spetrum with a Starobinsky step (eq. 4.1) that an not only
mimi the sharp infra-red uto but also produes the required bump after it. Table I shows that
a introduing an appropriate Starobinsky step gives a very good WMAP likelihood ompared to
eq. (3.2). Besides the loation of the break, kc, the Starobinsky step spetrum has only another
parameter r that xes the slope and the depth of the ut-o as well as the size of the bump. We
have not systematially searhed through the {r, kc} parameter spae to arrive at a `best-t' model.
Hene, it may be possible to get even better math to the WMAP data with Starobinsky breaks.
Similar senarios have been studied earlier [29℄ and has also been pointed to in the post-WMAP
literature [30℄. Multiple salar eld ination provide ample sope for generating features in the
primordial spetrum [3℄ and has been been invoked to model a sharp ut-o at horizon sale (see
eg., [31, 32℄). More exoti origin of an infra-red ut o in the salar spetrum have also been
investigated [33, 34, 35, 36, 37℄.
Another ompelling theoretial senario for generating a feature of the form we have reovered is
well-known. It is well known that radiation, or matter dominated era prior to ination does aet
the primordial power spetrum on sales that `exit the horizon' soon after the onset of ination.
For a pre-inationary radiation dominated epoh the power spetrum was given by Vilenkin and
Ford (VF) [5℄
P (k) = As k
1−ns 1
4y4
∣∣e−2iy(1 + 2iy)− 1− 2y2∣∣2 (4.2)
where y = k/kc. Fig. 9 shows that the VF spetrum (eq. 4.2) an also provide an infra-red uto
with required bump after it. Table I shows that a VF spetrum an give better WMAP likelihood
ompared to model spetra of the form eq. (3.2). The infra-red ut-o (∝ k2) here is not very
sharp. However, if the epoh prior to ination is dominated by matter with some other equation
of state, the slope would be dierent. A more omplete analysis may give rise to spetra loser to
the kind we have reovered. The sale kc is set by the Hubble parameter at the onset of ination.
For this senario to appliable to our results, the kh-mode orresponding to the horizon sale must
have rossed the Hubble radius very lose to the onset of ination. In a single salar eld ination
this would happen naturally [38℄.
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FIG. 9: Comparison of our reovered P (k) (solid) with the preditions two simple theoretial senarios
that remarkably math the gross features of the infra-red uto in the reovered spetrum. The `staro'
urve is the primordial spetrum when the inaton potential has a kink a sharp, but rounded, hange in
slope [4℄. Fine tuning is involved in loating the kink appropriately. The `VF' urves are the modiation
to the power spetrum from a pre-inationary (here, radiation dominated) epoh [5℄. This requires that the
horizon sale, kh, exits the Hubble radius very soon after the onset of ination. Although, it appears ne
tuned there is orroborating support for this within single salar eld driven ination [38℄. The theoretial
P (k) leads to Cl that enhaned WMAP likelihood given in Table I. The values of the parameters for the
theoretial urves are given in the same table.
Another possibility is that the infra-red uto arises due to non-trivial topology of the universe.
A dodeahedral universe model that mathes the low multipoles of WMAP angular spetrum has
been proposed [39℄. In future work we would like to hek whether the reovery of a disrete initial
spetrum with our method appears similar to the spetrum we reovered here. However, non-trivial
osmi topology is expeted to also violate the statistial isotropy of the CMB anisotropy and give
rise of orrelation features whih are potentially detetable [40℄.
V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
The CMB anisotropy is usually expeted to be statistially isotropi and Gaussian [41℄. In that
ase, the angular power spetrum of CMB anisotropy enodes all the information that may be ob-
tained from the primary CMB anisotropy, in partiular, the estimation of osmologial parameters.
It is very important to note that osmologial parameters estimated from CMB anisotropy (and
other similar observations of the perturbed universe) usually assume a simple parametri form of
spetrum of primordial perturbations. It is lear, however, that estimation of osmologial parame-
ters depends on the extent and nature of parameterization of the primordial (initial) perturbations
inluded into the parameter spae onsidered [6℄.
We proeed on a omplimentary path of determining the primordial power spetrum diretly
from the CMB anisotropy for a set of osmologial parameters. Assuming the best t osmologial
parameters from WMAP, our method applied to the angular power spetrum measured by WMAP
yields interesting deviations from sale invariane in the reovered primordial power spetrum.
The reovered spetrum shows an infrared ut-o that is robust to small hanges in the assumed
osmologial parameters. The reovered spetrum points to the form of infra-red ut o that
mathes the low multipoles of WMAP. We also show that the suh forms of infra-red ut-o an
arise from simple well-known eets with ination. It is important to reall that the angular power
spetrum from the `full' sky CMB anisotropy measurement by COBE-DMR [42℄ also indiated an
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TABLE I: The eetive hi-square, χ2eff ≡ −2 lnL, of the Cl orresponding our reovered spetrum is
ompared with a number of model primordial spetrum (with or without the infra-red uto. Limited
attempt has been made to searh for the best parameter values and the χ2eff for the model spetra should
be treated as indiative and are stritly upper bounds.
Power spetrum χ2eff ≡ −2 lnL kc/kh
a
(kh = 4.5× 10
−4Mpc.−1)
Diret Reovered 956.76 0.71
Flat Harrison Zeldovih 1007.28 
Power Law 978.60 
(ns = 0.95)
Exponential uto 978.08 0.64
(ns = 0.95, α = 3.35)
Exponential uto 977.84 0.64
(ns = 0.95, α = 10)
Starobinsky break 973.86 0.32
(ns = 0.95, r = 0.01 )
Vilenkin & Ford (VF-I) 976.88 0.43
(ns = 0.95 )
Vilenkin & Ford (VF-II) 978.66 0.96
(ns = 0.95 )
a
Interpretation of kc depends on the form of model power spetrum.
For the reovered spetrum a simple tangent hyperboli t was used.
infra-red uto [43℄. Although we mostly emphasize the infrared uto, the nal reovered spetrum
shows a damped osillatory feature after the infra-red break (`ringing'). It has been pointed out
reently that suh osillations improve χ2eff and ould be possibly a signature of trans-Plankian
eets [12, 44℄. We have not assessed the signiane and robustness of the features at large k/kh
that may be onsistent with features dedued in the analysis of reent redshift surveys [45℄.
Here we have onsidered a `best t' osmology and some nite number of variations around
it [60℄. However, with large but reasonable omputational resoure, it is possible to explore a
multi-dimensional spae of osmologial parameters to ompute a likelihood at eah point for an
optimal (reovered) primordial spetrum.
In this work, we have used only the angular power spetrum of WMAP measured temperature
utuations (TT). One the E-polarization power spetrum (EE) is announed by the WMAP
team, our method an be extended to inlude TE and EE angular power spetra in obtaining the
primordial power spetrum. It is also possible extend our reovery of the primordial spetrum to
larger wave-numbers by using the matter density power spetrum measured by large sale redshift
surveys suh as the Sloan Digital sky survey SDSS and 2degree Field survey, measurement from
Ly-α absorption, and possibly, weak gravitational lensing in the near future [49, 50℄.
In the absene of a denitive and preise senario for the generation of primordial perturbations,
a diret inversion of the primordial spetrum is an extremely appealing approah made possible by
the remarkable quality of the reent osmologial data, in partiular, the anisotropy in the osmi
mirowave bakground temperature.
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APPENDIX A: SOME ASPECTS OF THE METHOD.
In this appendix, we provide support and justiation for some steps in our method for reovering
the primordial power spetrum. In setion A1 we demonstrate the robustness of the iterative
Rihardson-Luy deonvolution to hanges in the initial guess. The next setion (A 2) disusses
the advantage of the improved Rihardson-Luy method used in our work. In the last setion (A 3),
we model the broad features of referene spetrum analytially and show that it is well understood.
1. Eet of the initial guess in the Rihardson-Luy method
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FIG. 10: The gure shows the raw power spetrum reovered using the Rihardson-Luy algorithm starting
from three dierent initial guesses. The eet of the initial guess is negligible in the other region k spae.
As shown in the next setion A3, the artefats at low k and high k whih are removed by the referene
spetrum have a known dependene on the initial guess.
The eet of the initial guess is negligible in the Rihardson-Luy method of deonvolution for our
problem. We nd that the result for various dierent initial guesses ome very lose to eah other
after a few iterations. Here we demonstrate the robustness of our method by deonvolving using
the Cl from a test spetrum (with a step) using dierent initial guesses. In Fig. 10 deonvolved
raw P (k) arising from dierent forms of the initial guess spetra
P (k) = constant, P (k) = 1/k, P (k) = 1/k2, (A1)
are shown. The eet of the initial guess is absent in the portion of the k spae probed well by
the kernel. The deonvolved spetra are almost idential for all these dierent initial guesses in
that region of k spae. As disussed in setion A3, the dependene of deonvolved spetrum at the
small and large k ends is well understood and get largely removed when divided by the referene
spetrum. In a previous work we have heked a large variety of initial guesses and onluded the
RL method applied to our problem of reovering the primordial spetrum from the CMB anisotropy
is independent of the initial guess. [7℄.
2. The Improved Rihardson Luy method
In this setion we show the advantage of the improved Rihardson Luy algorithm given by
eq. (2.14) over the standard method given by eq. (2.13). We ompare the raw power spetrum
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FIG. 11: The left panel plots the variation of χ2 of C
(i)
l
obtained after ith iteration (w.r.t the binned
WMAP spetrum, CDl ) with inreasing iterations for the Rihardson-Luy (RL) method and improved
version (IRL) we present in this work. The panel on the right, plots the variation of χ2eff ≡ −2 lnL of the
C
(i)
l
given by the WMAP likelihood, L. In ontrast to RL, in the IRL method χ2eff onverges with iteration
and to a signiantly lower value.
P (i)(k) and the orresponding angular spetrum C
(i)
l obtained from the WMAP binned angular
power spetrum, CDl using RL and IRL algorithm as the iterations progress. In Fig. 11, the left
panel shows the χ2 of C
(i)
l w.r.t C
D
l . As expeted, the RL method leads to a lower (better) χ
2
than
the IRL method. However, we are interested in a reovering a P (k) whih give Cl that has better
likelihood with respet to WMAP data. The right panel of Fig. 11 plots the WMAP likelihood
given in terms of χ2eff = −2 lnL. This gure justies the `improved' label to the IRL method. For
the RL ase, the value of χ2eff is seen to boune and inrease at large iterations. (This boune
is more pronouned and happens at a lower iteration for ertain osmologial model, e.g., one
with high optial depth to reionization, τ .) This is a reetion of the problem of the RL method
tting the noise in the data. In ontrast, in the IRL ase the χ2eff onverges with iterations and to
signiantly better (lower) value that for the RL ase.
3. Referene spetrum
In this subsetion, we show that the referene spetrum used to remove numerial artifats
from the raw power spetrum reovered by the deonvolution is analytially well understood. The
referene spetrum reets the sensitivity of the kernel |∆¯(l, k)|2 to the k spae. (Here, the over-
bar in |∆¯(l, k)| alludes to the binned version related to G¯(l, k) following eq. (2.7)). In the regions
of k spae where the kernel probes P (k) weakly, there is sope for hanging the power spetrum
without hanging the Cl. In suh degenerate regions, the Rihardson Luy method (both RL and
IRL) pushes the power spetrum up to the extent possible hanging the Cl.
Fig. 12 shows that the strong features at the low k and high k are well tted by analytially ob-
tained power law forms. At the low wavenumbers (k/kh ≪ 1), the CMB anisotropy is dominated by
the Sahs-Wolfe eet. The sensitivity of the CMB anisotropy to the power at very small wavenum-
bers is dominated by the lowest multipole as |∆¯(l, k)|2 ∝ k2l. This is the well known Grishhuk-
Zeldovih eet [51℄. When the quadrupole is inluded, |∆¯(l, k)|2 ∝ k4 is the strongest probe of the
P (k) at low wavenumbers. Hene, there is no hange to Cl (here, hiey the quadrupole) aused
from this region of k spae from the initial guess P (0)(k) onward if P (k) ∝ k−4+ǫ P (0)(k) for ǫ > 0.
In our work we have used an initial guess of the form P (0)(k) ∝ 1/k2. Hene, the slope of P (k) at
low k is driven to the ∼ k−6 form shown in Fig. 12.
At the large k end, the |∆¯(l, k)|2 is governed by the power slope of the tail in the sensitivity of
the highest few multipole bins shown plotted in Fig. 12. The slope of these tails are well tted by
a power law form k−7.2. Using the same argument, it is lear that there will be no hange to the
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FIG. 12: The gure shows the Praw(k) and Pref(k) obtained from the WMAP binned data C
D
l for an
initial guess P (0)(k) ∝ 1/k2. The dashed straight line labeled orresponds to the analytial power law
form (k−4P (0)(k) = k−6) that mathes the idential fall in Praw(k) and Pref(k) at low k. The dashed
line mathing the rise in Praw(k) and Pref(k) at large k orresponds to the analytial power law form
(k7.2P (0)(k) = k5.2) expeted from the roughly k−7.2 tail of the kernels for the last few multipole bins.
Cl aused from this region of k spae from the initial guess onward if P (k) ∝ k
7.2−ǫ P (0)(k). For
the initial guess P (0)(k) ∝ 1/k2, the rise at high k end is driven to a ∼ k5.2 form.
The division of referene spetrum used here is a simple numerial reipe for estimating and
removing the artefats of the deonvolution method for a given kernel. We have shown that the
gross features of the Pref(k) an be understood analytially. The ner features of Pref(k) are likely
linked to the details of the struture of |∆¯(l, k)|2 and will be explored in future work.
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